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1. INTRODUCTION
Inhomogeneous Diophantine approximation is rather different from and
can be more difficult than the homogeneous case. In this paper an
inhomogeneous ‘‘singly’’ metric version of the generalisation to systems of
linear forms of the JarnikBesicovitch Theorem (see [1] and [9]), is estab-
lished. In order to be more precise, some terminology is introduced.
Throughout m, n and N will denote positive integers, |x| the supremum
norm of the vector x in general Euclidean space and |x|2 the usual
Euclidean norm. If A is any Lebesgue measurable subset of Rn, then |A|
shall denote its Lebesgue measure. For any real number x, the symmetrised
fractional part of x is
(x)={[x] if [x]12[x]&1 if 12<[x]<1
where [x] is the fractional part of x. For any vector x, the symmetrised
fractional part of x is simply the vector of symmetrised fractional parts of
the components of x. Let a and b be any two positive real numbers, then
a<<b if there exists some positive constant C such that aCb.
Let ; # Rn be some fixed vector, : N  R+ a decreasing positive real-
valued function converging to 0 at  and let q=(q1 , ..., qm) be a non-zero
element of Zm . The system of Diophantine inequalities
|(q1x1j+ } } } +qmxmj&; j) |<( |q| ) for j=1, ..., n, (1)
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will be written
|(qX&;) |<( |q| ),
where X=(xij) # Mm_n (R). The space Mm_n (R) of real m_n matrices is to
be identified with the Euclidean space Rmn. Let W(, ;) be the set of X in
Rmn such that |(qX&;) |<( |q| ) for infinitely many q in Zm"[0]. The
following assumptions can be made without any loss of generality,
X # [0, 1]mn, ; # [0, 1]n, and when m=1, the integer q can be taken to be
strictly positive.
Problems involving the measure of W(, ;), where ; is a fixed vector,
are said be singly metric. By appealing to Schmidt’s very general form of
the singly metric Khintchine-Groshev Theorem, (see [11] and [12]), the
Lebesgue measure of W(, ;) can be ascertained by considering the sum
:

r=1
rm&1(r)n.
Indeed,
|W(, ;)|={0 if 

r=1 r
m&1(r)n<
1 if r=1 r
m&1(r)n=.
In this paper the Hausdorff dimension of the set W(, ;), when the sum
r=1 r
m&1(r)n<, will be determined. In papers by Dickinson [2] and
Dodson [3], a ‘‘doubly’’ metric counterpart of W(, ;), where ; is no
longer assumed to be a fixed vector, is studied. In the case when m=n=1,
;=0 and (x)=x&r, where r1, W(, ;) is the set which appears in
the classical JarnikBesicovitch Theorem. For further details regarding
both Hausdorff dimension and some of its applications to number theory
see [7].
1.1. Resonant sets. The argument makes extensive use of families of
resonant sets, which are defined as follows. Given a vector q # Zm"[0], the
resonant set Rq is defined to be
Rq=[X # [0, 1]mn : (qX&;)=0]. (2)
In the cases when m=1, a resonant set Rq is simply a set of qn points
X # [0, 1]n, such that Xi=;i q+ pi q, where q # N, pi # Z and i=1, 2, ..., n.
When m>1 the resonant sets are subsets of finitely many (m&1) n-dimen-
sional hyperplanes. For each $>0, the set
B$ (Rq)=[X # [0, 1]mn : |(qX&;) |<$],
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is a $-neighbourhood of Rq . The following two results regarding resonant
sets can be established by using ideas from Fourier analysis (see [13]) or
torus geometry (see [5]). Suppose 0<$12 and q # Zm"[0], then
|B$ (Rq)|=|(&$, $)n|=2n $n. (3)
Suppose further that 0<’12, m2 and the non-zero m-dimensional
integer vectors q and p are linearly independent, then
|B$ (Rq ) & B’ (Rp )|=|B$ (Rq )| |B’ (Rp )|=4n $n’n. (4)
Given any function f : R+  R+, the lower order at infinity of f is
*( f )=lim inf
x  
log f (x)
log x
. (5)
Theorem 1. Let : N  R+ be a decreasing function and let * be the
lower order at infinity of the function 1. Then for any ; # Rn
(m&1)n+
m+n
*+1
when *>
m
n
dim W(, ;)={mn when *mn .
To prove this theorem, the upward and downward inequalities are estab-
lished separately.
2. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE HAUSDORFF DIMENSION
OF W(, ;)
Lemma 1. Let * be the lower order at infinity of the function 1 where
: N  R+. Then
(m&1)n+
m+n
1+*
when *>
m
n
dim W(, ;){mn when *mn .
Notice that  need not be decreasing. Lemma 1 can be established by a
straightforward modification of the proof given in [4], and for brevity the
details are omitted.
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3. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE HAUSDORFF DIMENSION
OF W(, ;)
Lemma 2. Let : N  R+ be a decreasing function, and * the lower
order at infinity of the function 1. Then
(m&1)n+
m+n
1+*
when *>
m
n
dimW(, ;){mn when *mn .
To prove Lemma 2 we consider two separate cases, the simultaneous
case when m=1 and the linear forms case where m2. Central to the
proof of Lemma 2 in the simultaneous case is the idea of the discrepancy
of a sequence of real numbers. On the other hand in the linear forms case
an approach based on a variance argument is taken. Whilst the proofs of
these two separate cases depend on two different ideas, they have one
essential component in common, the idea of a ubiquitous system. Calculat-
ing the correct lower bound for the Hausdorff dimension of a set is usually
very difficult, but ubiquity can often simplify the argument greatly by
reducing the problem to a relatively straight forward technical calculation.
The definition of a ubiquitous system, along with some of its more impor-
tant properties and results, is given below.
Ubiquitous systems
It should be noted that the following definition of a ubiquitous system
is not exactly the same as the one given in [6], in which very general
systems are considered. When the resonant sets are finite unions of affine
spaces, the following formulation can be shown to be equivalent to the
more general definition of ubiquity that appears in [6].
Let R be the family of resonant sets
[Rq : q # Zm"[0]],
where Rq is given by (2). The common dimension of these resonant sets is
written dim R and their common codimension, which is defined to be
dim[0, 1]mn&dim R, is denoted by codim R. In our particular problem
the resonant sets are subsets of finitely many (m&1) n-dimensional hyper-
planes, so dim R=(m&1) n and codim R=n. For any $>0, let
B(Rq ; $)=[X # [0, 1]mn : dist(X, Rq )<$]
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where dist (|, A)=inf[ ||&a| : a # A]. The two neighbourhoods B$ (Rq )
and B(Rq ; $) of Rq satisfy the following chain of inclusions,
B \Rq ; $m |q|+B$ (Rq )B \Rq ;
$
|q|+ . (6)
Definition 1. Let \: N  R+ be a function converging to 0 at . Then
R is said to be ubiquitous with respect to \ if
}[0, 1]mn> .1|q|N B(Rq ; \(N)) } 0 as N  ,
where N # N.
If the above condition holds for some function \, the family of resonant
sets R is then said to be a ubiquitous system with respect to \, or more
simply a ubiquitous system.
The above definition implies a type of asymptotic density in the distribu-
tion of the resonant sets, in that almost all points of [0, 1]mn are ‘‘close’’
to some resonant set Rq without |q| being too ‘‘large’’. The following
theorem relates the Hausdorff dimension of a set to a ubiquitous family of
resonant sets.
Theorem 2. Suppose R is a ubiquitous system with respect to \ and
: R+  R+ is a decreasing function. Let 4(R, ) be the set of X in
[0, 1]mn such that dist(X, Rq )<( |q| ) for infinitely many q # Zm, and let
t=dim R+# codim R, where
#=min {1, lim supN  
log \(N)
log (N)= .
Then
dim 4(R, )t.
Note that W(, ;) and 4(R, ) can be expressed more concisely as the
limsup sets
,

N=1
.

|q|=N
B( |q| ) (Rq)
and
,

N=1
.

|q|=N
B(Rq; ( |q| )),
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respectively. If .(x)=(x)mx then by (6), 4(R, .)W(, ;), indeed in
the simultaneous case the two sets coincide.
3.1. The Simultaneous Case, m=1.
Lemma 3. Let : N  R+ be a decreasing function and let * be the lower
order at infinity of 1. Then
1+n
*+1
when *>
1
n
,
dim W(, ;){n when *1n .
As noted earlier, to prove Lemma 3, the discrepancy of a certain
sequence of real-vectors is required. For completeness a definition is now
given.
Definition 2. Let xq , for q=1, 2, ..., Q, be a (finite) sequence of vec-
tors in the unit cube [0, 1]r. Denote by FQ(:, ;), where 0<: j<;j1
(1 jr), the number of xq lying in the parallelepiped :jzj<; j . Then
DQ=sup }Q&1FQ(:, ;)& ‘1 jr (; j&:j) }
where the supremum is taken over all : and ;, is defined to be the dis-
crepancy of the sequence (xq).
Discrepancy measures the deviation of a sequence from an ideal uniform
distribution. For more details relating to uniform distribution and a deeper
discussion on the topic of discrepancy refer to [10] which contains proofs
for many of the results that are used in the course of this section.
The following lemma, which is used in the construction of a suitable
ubiquity function, can be regarded as a weak inhomogeneous form
of Dirichlet’s Theorem (see [8]). Its proof relies heavily on the idea of
discrepancy.
Lemma 4. Let =>0 be given and _=1+1n+=. There exists a set
A/[0, 1]n of full measure ( |A|=1) and a constant K such that for any
: # A and N # N the inequality
|q:&;&p|<K
log_N
N1n
,
holds for some p # Zn and q # N with 1qN.
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The proof of Lemma 4 requires a theorem and corollary established by
W. M. Schmidt [12].
Theorem 3. Let a sequence of positive integers ai (1), ai (2), ... be given
for i=1, ..., r. Let % be arbitrary but fixed, h # N, :i # R and put
(h; :1 , ..., :r)= :
h
q1=1
} } } :
h
qr=1
\q1 } } } qr } :
r
i=1
:ia i (q i)+%}+
&1
.
Then for any =>0 and almost every :1 , ..., :r , one has
logn+1 h<<:(h; :1 , ..., :r)<<logn+1+= h.
Corollary 1. Let r(h)=>ri=1 max(|hi | , 1) where h # Z
r. Then
:$
h1, ..., hr : |hi |m
1
r(h) |(h } :) |
<<logn+1+= m (7)
for almost all :=(:1 , ..., :r) and arbitrary =>0, where $ denotes deletion of
the zero-vector from the sum.
Proof (of Lemma 4). Let C/[0, 1]n be the product of n open intervals.
There exists :* and ;* in [0, 1]n such that
C= ‘
n
j=1
(:*j , ;*j ).
Let A/[0, 1]n be the set of all : satisfying equation (7). It then follows
that |A|=1. Choose any : # A and define AC(N) to be the number of q # N
with
N
2
<qN and [q:] # C.
To simplify notation, let FN(C)=FN(:*, ;*). Here FN refers to the
sequence [q:] so that
AC(N)=FN(C)&FN2(C). (8)
Let
*Q=Q&1FQ(C)&V(C) (9)
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where V(C)=>nj=1 (;*j &:*j ). It follows immediately from the definition of
DQ that |*Q |DQ . By (8) and (9),
AC(N)=
N
2
V(C)+R(N) (10)
where
R(N)=N*N&
N
2
*N2 .
Finding a suitable upper-bound for |R(N)|, dependent on N only, is nec-
cessary to complete the proof. A theorem of Erdo s and Tura n, provides the
answer (see [10] for further details and proof).
Theorem 4. Let h=(h1 , ..., hn) be a point in Zn"[0]. For x, y # Rn let
x } y denote the standard inner product. Now let x1 , ..., xN be a finite sequence
of points in Rn. Then for any m # N, there exists a constant Cn depending
only on n such that for any m # N,
DNCn \ 1m+ :0<|h|m
1
r(h) }
1
N
:
N
j=1
exp(2?ih } xj) }+ . (11)
Let xj= j: and e(x)=exp(2?ix). Theorem 4, coupled with the fact that
|Nn=1 e(hnx)|2|(hx) |, implies that
DNCn \ 1m+
2
N
:
0<|h|m
1
r(h) |(h } :) |+ .
Choosing m=N gives
NDNCn+2Cn :
0<|h|N
1
r(h) |(h } :) |
.
Applying Corollary 7, it follows that
NDNC log1+n+= N (12)
where C is some constant. Now
|R(N)|= }N*N&N2 *N2 }N*N+
N
2
*N2NDN+
N
2
DN2
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and so by equation (12)
|R(N)|C log1+n+= N+C log1+n+=(N2)2C log1+n+= N.
Up to this point in the proof, C was assumed to be the product of n
arbitrary intervals. Now C is defined to be a particular parallelepiped. Let
C= ‘
n
j=1
(;j&!, ;j+!)
where
!=\(2C+1) log
1+n+= N
2n&1N +
1n
.
The volume V(C) of C is
V(C)= ‘
n
j=1
(2!)=2’
where
’=\(2C+1) log
1+n+= N
N + .
Using the above estimate for |R(N)| in the formula for V(C), implies that
V(C)
2
N
( |R(N)|+log1+n+= N). (13)
Substituting (13) into (10) gives
AC(N)
N
2
2
N
( |R(N)|+log1+n+= N)+R(N)
and indeed
AC(N)log1+n+= N.
Therefore given N # N and ; # [0, 1]n there exist at least log1+n+= N
positive integers q with N2<qN such that
[q:] # ‘
n
j=1
(;j&!, ;j+!). (14)
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Finally, using equation (14)
[q:j] # (; j&!, ;j+!) for j=1, ..., n,
whence
&!<[q:j]&;j<! for j=1, ..., n.
Now since [x]=x&[x], where [x] is the integer part of x,
&!<q:j&;j& pj<! for j=1, ..., n
and some pj # Z. Therefore
|q:&;&p|<K
log_N
N1n
,
where
K=
(2C+1)1n
2(n&1)n
and _=1+
1
n
+
=
n
. K
Lemma 3 can now be proved. Consider the general resonant set
Rq=[X # [0, 1]n : (qX&;)=0] (15)
where q is some non-zero positive integer. Now (qX&;)=0 is equivalent
to qX&;=p for some p # Zn. In other words
X # Rq if and only if there exists a p # Zn such that X=
;
q
+
p
q
.
Inside the unit cube [0, 1]n there are qn such ‘‘resonant’’ points. Therefore
cardRq=qn. To use ubiquity, it is necessary to keep a degree of control
over the magnitude of q. When q is ‘‘very’’ small, 1q is ‘‘very’’ large; these
small divisors can effect the sums involved in the construction of a suitable
ubiquity function and they must be excluded. To this end define the follow-
ing sequence of sets parametrized by N # N,
E(N)={X # A : |(qX&;) |<K log
_ N
N1n
, q<
N
logn_+1N
for q # N= .
Now
E(N)/ .
1q<Nlogn_+1N
BK(log_ NN1n)(Rq),
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whence
|E(N)| :
1q<Nlogn_+1N
2nK n
logn_ N
N
=2nKn
logn_ N
N
:
1q<Nlogn_+1N
1
2nKn
logn_ N
N
N
logn_+1N
=
2nK n
log N
 0 as N  .
Let
A(N)={X # A : dist2(X, [0, 1]n) 1N=>E(N),
where [0, 1]n is the boundary of [0, 1]n and dist2(a, B)=
inf[ |a&b|2 : b # B]. The defining condition of this set ensures that the
neighbourhoods of the resonant sets are entirely contained in the unit cube.
Note that |A(N)|  1 as N  . It follows from Lemma 4 and the defini-
tion of E(N), that for each X # A(N) and N # N, there exists q # N with
Nlogn_+1 NqN, and a p # Zn such that
}X&;q&
p
q }<K
log_ N
qN 1n
K
log_(n+1)+1 N
N 1+1n
=\(N).
The following chain of inclusions
A(N) .
(N logn_+1N)qN
B(Rq ; \(N)) .
1qN
B(Rq ; \(N))
implies that
} [0, 1]n> .
1qN
B(Rq ; \(N))} } [0, 1]n> .
(Nlogn_+1N)qN
B(Rq ; \(N)) }
|[0, 1]n"A(N)|  0 as N  .
In other words, the family of resonant sets R=[Rq : q # N] is a ubiquitous
system relative to the function \(N). Theorem 2 can now be used to
calculate a lower bound for the Hausdorff dimension of W(, ;). Firstly
recall that by Theorem 2, dim 4(R, .)n#, where
#=min {1, lim supN  
log \(N)
log .(N)=
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and .(N)=(N)N. Now,
lim sup
N  
log \(N)
log .(N)
=\1+1n+
1
lim infN   log(1.(N))log N
and
lim inf
N  
log(1.(N))
log N
=1+lim inf
N  
log(1.(N))
log N
=1+*,
where * is the lower order at infinity of 1(N). Thus
#={
1 if *1n
1+1n
1+*
if *>1n,
which implies that dim 4(R, .)n#. As 4(R, .)W(, ;), it follows that
dim(W(, ;)){
n if *1n,
1+n
1+*
if *>1n,
which is Lemma 3.
3.2. The Linear Forms Case
From now on m2. As was noted in the introductory paragraph of this
section, the proof of Lemma 2 uses a more statistical argument formulated
in [3] and [5]. The proof revolves around the idea of using a certain mean
and variance function to help establish a suitable ubiquity function. Before
the argument proper begins, a few common number theoretical ideas are
introduced. A vector q=(q1 , ..., qm) # Zm is primitive iff gcd(q1 , ..., qm)=1.
Let
PN=[q # Zm: q is primitive, |q|N and qm1]
and
P= .

N=1
PN=[p # Zm : q is primitive, and qm1].
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Obviously card (PN)<<N m. It can be shown that no pair of vectors in PN
are linearly dependent. As was stated previously, when using ubiquity it is
important to control the magnitude of |q|. For this reason the proper QN
subset of PN is defined by
QN=[q # PN : |q |N2].
Once again it is obvious that card (QN)<<N m. Now that the above nota-
tion has been introduced, the proof of Lemma 2 can begin.
For each N=1, 2, ... define the function &N : [0, 1]mn  Z by
&N(X )= :
q # QN
/ (&*, *)n((qX&;) )= :
q # QN
/B* (Rq)(X ),
where * # (0, 12]. For any X # [0, 1]mn, &N(X ) counts the number of
q # Zm"[0] with N2 |q|N for which X # B* (Rq). Let &&1N (0) denote the
set of points X for which &N(X )=0. In other words
&&1N (0)=[X # [0, 1]
mn : |(qX&;) |* \q # QN]
=[0, 1]mn> .q # QN B* (Rq) .
The mean +N of &N(X ) over [0, 1]mn is defined by
+N=|
[0, 1]mn
&N(X ) dX.
By definition of &n (X ),
+N=|
[0, 1]mn
:
q # QN
/B* (Rq)(X ) dX= :
q # QN
|
[0, 1]mn
/B* (Rq) (X ) dX
= :
q # QN
|B* (Rq )|
and by equation (3), +N=2n*n q # QN 1<<*
nNm. Define the variance _N of
+n by
_2N=|
[0, 1]mn
(&N(X)&+N)2 dX.
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Then
|
[0, 1]mn
&2N(X ) dX=|
[0, 1]mn
:
q # QN
:
r # QN
/B* (Rq) (X ) /B* (Rr) (X ) dX
=|
[0, 1]mn
:
q # QN
/B* (Rq) (X ) dX
+ :
r, q # QN , r{q
|
[0, 1]mn
/B* (Rq) (X ) /B* (Rr) (X ) dX.
By definition of +N and the fact that r and q are linearly independent, the
volume estimates given in Section 1 can be used to show that,
|
[0, 1]mn
&2N (X ) dX=+N+ :
r, q # QN, r{q
4n*2n=+N+(2*)2n :
r, q # QN, r{q
1
+N+(2*)2n \ :q # QN 1+
2
=+N++2N .
It follows on substitution into the formula for _2N , that
_2N=|
[0, 1]mn
(&2N (X)&2+N&N(X )++
2
N) dX
=|
[0, 1]mn
(&2N (X) dX&+
2
N)+N .
Lemma 5. The system R=[Rq : q # Zm] is ubiquitous with respect to the
function
\(N)=2N&1&mn log(N).
Proof. Set
*=*(N)=N&mn log(N).
Then
*nN m=logn (N)   as N  .
When q # QN , |q|N2 and for $>0, 2$N$|q|. By (6),
B* (Rq )B(Rq ; *|q| )B(Rq ; 2*N)=B(Rq ; 2N &1&mn log N).
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Because &&1N (0) is a subset of [0, 1]
mn,
_2N=|
[0, 1]mn
(&N(X )&+N)2 dX
|
&N
&1(0)
(&N(X )&+N)2 dX=+2N |&
&1
N (0)|.
Therefore
|&&1N (0)|
_2N
+2N

+N
+2N
=
1
+N
 0 as N  .
As
&&1N (0)=[0, 1]
mn> .q # QN B* (Rq),
it is easily verified that
} [0, 1]mn> .
1|q| N
B(Rq ; 2N&1&mn log N) } 0 as N  . K
Thus R is ubiquitous with respect to 2N&1&mn log N, and so by Theorem 2
dim W(, ;)dim 4(R, (x)mx)(m&1) n+
m+n
1+*
when *>mn, and
dim W(, ;)=mn
for *mn. The calculation follows in exactly the same manner as that of the
simultaneous case.
When this result is combined with Lemmas 3 and 1, Theorem 1 is proved.
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